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I. 1. Choose the appropriate meaning.(2 1/2) 

     The bill was passed by both houses of the legislature (i) during the recently Concluded (ii)  

winter session. The workers Movement have campaigned (iii) for labourers. There has been  

considerable documentation (iv) of the abuse (v) girls. 

i)   a) rules.                      b) laws.                        c) Parliament.                       d) government  

ii)  a) started.                  b) finished.                  c) terminal.                           d) ended 

iii) a) advocated.            b) pushed.                   c) pulled.                                d) realized  

iv) a) writing.                 b) reporting.               c) during.                                d) planning 

v)  a) exploitation.         b) treatment.              c) complaint.                         d) compliment 

2. Choose the appropriate antonyms.(2 1/2)  

Most labour laws face the challenge (i) of implementation (ii) particularly from 

tribal (iii) areas. Industries are displacing (iv) millions of people. They are aften no 

better than slaves (v). 

i)   a) surrender.           b) face.                    c) fight.                             d) stubborn 

ii)  a) perform.              b) enforce.              c) unaccomplished.       d) defect 

iii) a) rural.                    b) urban.                c)  village.                        d) civilized 

iv)  a) misplacing.         b) securing.            c) safe.                             d) shifting 

v)   a) employees.          b) workers.            c) labourers.                   d) masters 

III. Answer the following questions.(2 1/2) 

3. Replace the underlined word with one of the phrasal verbs given below. 

The Manager will cancel the meeting.      

 a) call on.   b) call out.    c) call in.      d) call off 

4. Separate the syllables in any one of the following words. 

a) relationship.           b) detective.            c) environment 

5. Choose the appropriate word to make a meaningful sentence. 

The thief ————— all the money.                    a) rob.             b) steal                    

6. Construct a sentence using any one of the words given below. 

a) free.              b) freedom.              c) freely 

7. Which of the two sentences given below conveys the following meaning. 

They beat him again and again. 

a) They beat him often. 

b) They never beat him. 

III. Answer the following questions. (2 1/2) 

8. Complete the sentence with a correct phrase. 

——————— your advertisement, I send my resume. 

a) By dint of.             b) with reference to.            c) ahead of 

9. Choose the correct verb form to complete the sentence. 

The speaker made the parents —————— importance of music. 
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a) realise.                  b) to realise.                    c) realising 

10. Choose the correct prepositional phrase to complete the sentence. 

Saraswathi aimed ——————— the first prize. 

a) of winning.          b) at winning.            c) on winning 

11. Choose the appropriate article. 

Ranjani buys ————— umbrella that she wants to buy. 

a)  an.          b) a.        c) the 

12. Choose the appropriate preposition to complete the sentence. 

My friend is afraid ——— dogs. 

a) to.         b) for.          c) of  

IV. Answer the following as directed. (3) 

13. Rewrite the sentence in the other voice. 

Rohit was driving a car. Suddenly a loud bang distracted him. 

14. Rewrite the following sentence in the other speech.  

The Teacher said to padma," were your father and mother happy with your performance?" 

15. Read the following sentences and write an observation in a single sentence.  

      Tower A is 100 feet high.  Tower B is 150 feet high.   Tower C is 180 feet high.    Tower D is 200 feet high.  

V.16. Punctuate the following sentence. (2 1/2) 

are there any women doing your type of work i asked 

VI.A. Answer briefly the following questions. (6) 

17. How are children affect by these laws? 

18. How can the Maharashtra Bill help the workers? 

19. Do the labour laws include all age group of workers? 

B. Answer any one of the following questions in a paragraph.(5) 

20. What are the numerous way of suffering the children underground in the factories? 

21. How did the encounter bring the brothers close to each other? 

VII.A. Quote from memory :   22) Going for water (5) 

From : with laughter ........................           To : ..................... we heard the brook. 

B. Read the sets of poetic lines and answer the questions given below. (2 1/2) 

23. We fall upon our faces,trying to go; 

and underneath our heavy eyelids drooping ; 

a) What makes the children fall?     b) Why are their eyelids drooping? 

24. If we cared for any meadows, it were merely To drop down in them and sleep, 

a) How are the meadows used by the children?    

b) What would the children do in the meadows? 

25. Only bloodshot eyes betray.     

  a) Why are the eyes bloodshot? 

C. Read the poetic lines and answer the following questions given below.(2 1/2) 

26. Turns the sky in the high window blank and reeling, 

Turns the long light that droppeth down the wall, 

Turn the black flies that crawl along the ceiling, 

All are turning, all the day, and we with all. 
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a) Bring ouf the rhyming words and rhyming scheme.  

b) What is the figure of speech mentioned in 3rd line? 

c) Bring out the alliteration words from the second line. 

27. "O ye wheels '  'stop! Be silent for today! ' 

a) Bring out the figure of speech.  

D. Spot the Error and rewrite them correctly. (2 1/2) 

28. We discussed about the water problem.        29. He joined in Indian Army.  

30. Ramesh went to abroad.    31. I am working here since 2000.  32. I place great confidence on you. 

VIII. A. Identify the character / speaker :(2 1/2) 

33. ' At last we had some quality time.'   34. My brother was a tinker.    35. "Well, look at it this way." 

36. He made a blueprint on paper.    37. He escaped under the clothes line. 

B. Study the given mind map and fill the details.(2 1/2) 

 

 

 

 

 

C. Maran started writing a letter to his friend describing a particular bird that has seen in Vedanthangal. He is  

unable to complete the letter. Complete the content of his letter in about 100 words. (6) 

                                                                                                                                           Sivaganga, 

                                                                                                                                           14.07.2017 

 My dear YYYY, 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                                                                             Yours loving friend, 

                                                                                                               XXXXXXXXXXXXX. 

D.Translate the following into English. 

         வ        வ                                       .                  

      ஏ   . 

 

 

 

My brother was ——(i)—— 

who liked to invent things.  

He had ——(ii)—— during 

summer holidays  

This summer he was 

making a ——(iii)—— 

He bought ——(iv)—— from a 

local pawn shop.  

We made the test drive ——(v)—— 

ANSWERS: 

I. 1.Synonyms.  i) c.   ii) d.   iii) a.   iv) b.   v)a. 2. Antonyms. i)a.  ii)c.  iii) d.   iv) b.   v) d.     II. 3) d.   4) a) re-la-tion-ship 

b) de-tec-tive.   c) en-vir-on-ment.   5) b.  6) relevant sentence.  7) a.    III. 8) b.  9) a.  10) b.  11) c. 12) c. 

IV. 13) A car was being driven by Rohit. Suddenly he was distracted by a loud bang. 

14. The Teacher asked padma if her father and mother had been happy with her performance.  

15. Use any degree with the adjective - tall,  high. V. 16. "Are there any women doing your type of work?" I asked. 

VII. C. a) reeling - ceiling.    wall - all. (abab)    b) Metaphor.   c) Long - Light, Droppeth - Down. 27. a) Personification  

D. 28. We discussed the water problem. 29. He joined Indian Army. 30. Ramesh went abroad. 31. I have been  

working here since 2000. 32. I place great confidence in you. 

VIII. A. 33. Rex coker's brother. 34. Rex coker. 35. Rex coker's brother. 36. Rex coker's brother. 37. Rex coker. 

B. i) a tinker.   ii) a lot of time.   iii) electric bike.  iv) a DC electric motor.  v) behind our house. 

D. This electric train will stop two minutes more at the next station. The passengers are requested to get down and  

get in patiently.  
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